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Small bandgap in atomically precise 17-atom-wide
armchair-edged graphene nanoribbons
Junichi Yamaguchi 1,4✉, Hironobu Hayashi 2,4, Hideyuki Jippo1, Akitoshi Shiotari 3, Manabu Ohtomo1,

Mitsuhiro Sakakura2, Nao Hieda2, Naoki Aratani 2, Mari Ohfuchi1, Yoshiaki Sugimoto3, Hiroko Yamada 2✉ &

Shintaro Sato 1

Bottom-up synthesis of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) may open new possibilities in future

electronic devices owing to their tunable electronic structure, which depends strongly on

their well-defined width and edge geometry. For instance, armchair-edged GNRs (AGNRs)

exhibit width-dependent bandgaps. However, the bandgaps of AGNRs synthesized experi-

mentally so far are relatively large, well above 1 eV. Such a large bandgap may deteriorate

device performance due to large Schottky barriers and carrier effective masses. Here, we

describe the bottom-up synthesis of AGNRs with smaller bandgaps, using dibromobenzene-

based precursors. Two types of AGNRs with different widths, namely 17 and 13 carbon atoms,

were synthesized on Au(111), and their atomic and electronic structures were investigated by

scanning probe microscopy and spectroscopy. We reveal that 17-AGNRs have the smallest

bandgap, as well as the smallest electron/hole effective mass, among bottom-up AGNRs

reported so far. The successful synthesis of 17-AGNRs is a significant step toward the

development of GNR-based electronic devices.
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Quasi-one-dimensional strips of graphene with nanoscaled
width, so-called graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), exhibit
unique electronic and magnetic properties that do not

appear in two-dimensional graphene1–4. These properties can
emerge from the structural boundary conditions imposed by the
atomically precise width and edge structure of GNRs. Two
representative types of GNRs are armchair-edged GNRs
(AGNRs) and zigzag-edged GNRs (ZGNRs). AGNRs show siz-
able gapped electronic states established by the quantum con-
finement and edge effects5–8. In graphene-based electronics,
AGNRs with finite bandgaps at room temperature have attracted
much attention for their potential reliability as semiconducting
channels for field-effect transistors (FETs). Numerous top-down
approaches have been conducted to fabricate GNRs9–11. Never-
theless, such GNRs typically had uncontrollable edge geometries
with plenty of defects, exhibiting poor transport properties as
transistor channels.

For fabricating atomically precise GNRs, an advanced bottom-
up synthesis technique has recently been proposed and demon-
strated, which uses on-surface-assisted polymerization and sub-
sequent cyclodehydrogenation of precursor monomers on metal
substrates12. This technique has yielded atomically precise
AGNRs12–14 and ZGNRs15. In particular, the bottom-up synth-
esis of N-AGNRs (where N is the width measured by the number
of rows of carbon atoms across the AGNRs) has been widely
conducted because the bandgap of AGNRs can be tuned by
changing their width. Following the pioneering work on 7-AGNR
on Au(111)12, various N-AGNRs have been reported, such as 3-
AGNR16,17, 5-AGNR18, 9-AGNR19, and 13-AGNR20, as well as
the fused AGNRs prepared by cyclodehydrogenation along the
edge direction (e.g., 14-AGNR, 18-AGNR, and 21-AGNRs)21,22.

As theoretically predicted, N-AGNRs can be categorized into
three subfamilies with N= 3p, 3p+ 1 and 3p+ 2 (p is a natural
number), in which each electronic structure varies depending on
the structural boundary conditions6,7. For evaluating the quasi-
particle bandgaps of AGNRs accurately, first-principles calculations
using many-body perturbation theory (GW approximation23, where
G is Green’s function and W is the screened Coulomb interaction)
have been carried out beyond the framework of the density func-
tional theory (DFT)7. According to these calculations, the gap size Δ
decreases with increasing N (i.e., the width) within each subfamily
and follows a relation among subfamilies with the same p, namely
Δ3p+1 > Δ3p > Δ3p+2. For instance, for the GW calculations for
freestanding N-AGNRs7,24, the quasiparticle gap ΔGW is predicted
to be 3.80 and 2.25 eV for N= 7 and 13 (3p+ 1), respectively, 2.16
eV for N= 9 (3p) and 1.75 eV for N= 5 (3p+ 2). Previous studies
on FETs using bottom-up AGNRs with widths of N= 7, 9 and 13
presented their electrical transport characteristics25,26. However, in
such GNR-based FETs, the intrinsic transport properties of AGNRs
were obscured by a large Schottky barrier resistance between the
AGNRs and metal contacts, as a result of the large bandgaps in the
above AGNRs, substantially exceeding 1 eV. These transport char-
acteristics can be improved through the use of wider AGNRs, as
they are expected to have lower Schottky barriers and smaller
effective masses arising from their small bandgap features. In fact, in
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) having bandgaps smaller than 1 eV,
much better transport characteristics have been reported27,28.
Hence, AGNRs belonging to the 3p+ 2 subfamily, which exhibit
the smallest bandgaps among the three subfamilies, have con-
siderable potential to be exploited in GNR-based FETs. GNR-based
FETs can have an advantage over CNT-based FETs because the
structure, and therefore the properties of the GNRs, can be precisely
controlled using bottom-up synthesis, in contrast to CNTs.

Here, we discuss the bottom-up synthesis of well-structured
17-AGNRs (3p+ 2), as well as 13-AGNRs (3p+ 1), on Au(111)
in ultra-high vacuum by using two types of dibromobenzene-

based precursor monomers. To systematically control the width
of these AGNRs in the monomers, either two anthracene or
naphthalene units were attached at the ortho-positions of p-
dibromobenzene. Although 13-AGNRs synthesized with a dif-
ferent precursor monomer have already been reported20, we show
that our 13-AGNRs are consistent in their properties with the
published ones. Characterization of the atomic and electronic
structures of the 17-AGNR and 13-AGNR on Au(111) is carried
out by combining in situ scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy (STM/STS) and ex situ non-contact atomic force
microscopy (nc-AFM). We find that the experimentally obtained
electronic structures in both AGNRs are consistent with the
accordingly corrected quasiparticle states predicted from the GW
calculations. We reveal that the 17-AGNRs have a bandgap of
0.19 eV on Au(111), which is consistent with a theoretically
obtained bandgap of 0.63 eV for a freestanding 17-AGNR24. As
far as we know, this is the first demonstration of the synthesis of
GNRs having a bandgap smaller than 1 eV in a controlled
manner.

Results and discussion
Synthesis of 17- and 13-AGNRs. To control the width of
bottom-up AGNRs, we developed two dibromobenzene-based
precursor monomers, as shown in Fig. 1. The monomers 1,2-bis-
(2-anthracenyl)-3,6-dibromobenzene (BADBB) for the 17-
AGNRs (Fig. 1a) and 1,2-bis-(2-naphthalenyl)-3,6-dibromo-
benzene (BNDBB) for the 13-AGNRs (Fig. 1b) were successfully
obtained through multi-step organic synthesis (see Supplemen-
tary Note 1). Their characterizations were carried out by nuclear
magnetic resonance (Supplementary Figs. 1, 2 and 3, 4 for
BADBB and BNDBB), mass spectrometry (Supplementary Figs. 5,
6 and 7, 8 for BADBB and BNDBB) and X-ray crystallographic
(Supplementary Fig. 9, dataset 1 and Fig. 10, dataset 2 for BADBB
and BNDBB) analyses. Annealing a Au(111) surface up to 250 °C
induced the detachment of bromine atoms from BADBB and
BNDBB and formed extended one-dimensional 17-polymer and
13-polymer by aryl−aryl coupling. The covalent bonds between
the monomers can form only when they are rotated 180° to each
other, as in the synthesis of 9-AGNRs based on a precursor
monomer 3′,6′-dibromo-1,1′:2′1″-terphenyl (DBTP)19,29. Upon
further annealing to 400 °C, thermally induced cyclodehy-
drogenation in the polymers led to the formation of the 17-
AGNR and 13-AGNRs. The BADBB or BNDBB monomers were
individually deposited onto a clean Au(111) surface maintained at
room temperature by thermal sublimation under ultra-high
vacuum conditions. After room-temperature deposition, it was
confirmed using STM that both BADBB and BNDBB monomers
tend to form self-assembled islands on Au(111) (Supplementary
Fig. 11a, b). Their apparent heights determined from STM are
0.24 nm for BADBB and 0.22 nm for BNDBB. To lengthen the
ribbon and decrease the defects in AGNRs, the samples were
annealed stepwise from room temperature to 400 °C in incre-
ments of 50 °C, instead of the conventional two-step annealing at
200 and 400 °C used in previous bottom-up GNRs12,19,20.

We successfully observed the formation of the polymers and
AGNRs using STM. Figure 2a shows a large-scale STM
topographic image of 17-polymers on Au(111) after annealing
at 250 °C. The 17-polymers also assemble into extended islands in
a manner similar to the BADBB monomers after room-
temperature deposition. The apparent height of the 17-polymers,
however, slightly increases to 0.34 nm compared with 0.24 nm for
the BADBB monomers. This increase is attributed to the sterically
induced out-of-plane rotation of the anthracene units after the
polymerization. A small-scale STM image of the 17-polymers is
presented in Fig. 2b, together with a structural model obtained
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from DFT calculations for a freestanding 17-polymer. As seen
from the STM image, the protrusions, derived from the sterically
hindered anthracene units, align with a periodicity of 0.86 ± 0.05
nm along the polymer axis. From the calculations, the predicted
periodicity of a repeat unit is 0.90 nm, which is in good agreement
with the experimental value. In addition, the simulated STM
image of the 17-polymer (Fig. 2c) reproduces well the
experimentally observed periodic protrusions.

In the case of the 13-polymers, the large-scale STM image
(Fig. 2d) indicates that they exhibit a similar island formation to
that of the 17-polymers. The apparent height increases from 0.22
nm for the BNDBB monomers to 0.32 nm for the 13-polymers.
The small-scale STM image and DFT-simulated image for the 13-
polymers are presented in Fig. 2e, f. The periodicity of the
protrusions arising from the sterically hindered naphthalene units
is estimated to be 0.95 ± 0.08 nm along the polymer axis. This
value agrees with a periodicity of 0.90 nm predicted from the
calculations, and the experimental STM image closely matches
the simulated image.

Further annealing to 400 °C results in a complete planarization
of the protruded polymers and leads to fully conjugated AGNRs,
which is observed as a reduced apparent height of 0.18 nm in
both 17-AGNRs and 13-AGNRs (Fig. 3a, d). Each width is
estimated to be 2.5 and 1.9 nm with an accuracy of ±0.1 nm in the
17-AGNRs and 13-AGNRs, respectively. The dimensional feature
of these 13-AGNRs is consistent with those synthesized using a
different precursor monomer20. We notice that the 17-AGNRs
and 13-AGNRs have some defects along their edges due to the
lack of the anthracene and naphthalene units and are somewhat
more defective compared with 9-AGNRs synthesized using
DBTP19,29. BADBB (for the 17-AGNR) and BNDBB (for the
13-AGNR) have the same molecular backbone (p-dibromoben-
zene) as DBTP. While two phenyl units were attached to the

p-dibromobenzene in DBTP, two anthracene and naphthalene
units are attached to the p-dibromobenzene in BADBB and
BNDBB, respectively. As the six-membered rings of the acene
unit increase, the steric hindrance between the two acene units
becomes large, resulting in the breaking of the attached acene
units during cyclodehydrogenation in the formation of AGNRs.
Hence, the defects may tend to be more easily induced in the 17-
AGNRs and 13-AGNRs than the 9-AGNRs. The high-resolution
STM images of the 17-AGNRs and 13-AGNRs without the
defects are shown in Fig. 3b, e, together with their structural
models of freestanding 17-AGNRs and 13-AGNRs calculated by
DFT. The observed molecular structures exhibit an edge
periodicity of 0.42 ± 0.03 nm along the ribbon axis in both
AGNRs. The experimental periodicity is in good agreement with
the simulated value (0.43 nm). The observed ring-like shapes
within the AGNRs also agree with the simulated STM images
(Fig. 3c for 17-AGNR and Fig. 3f for 13-AGNR).

To check further structural details on the 17- and 13-AGNRs,
we carried out ex-situ nc-AFM imaging using CO-functionalized
tips. Samples were transferred through the air into the AFM
measuring chamber and subsequently annealed at about 400 °C
under ultra-high vacuum conditions to remove contaminations
on the surface adsorbed during air exposure. Figure 4a shows the
frequency shift image of the 17-AGNR. For better visibility, the
corresponding Laplace-filtered image is depicted in Fig. 4b. The
Laplace-filtered image directly reveals the width consisting of 17
carbon atoms corresponding to the expected 17-AGNR structure.
For the 13-AGNR, the frequency shift image and Laplace-filtered
one are presented in Fig. 4c, d. The width consisting of 13 carbon
atoms is also confirmed in Fig. 4d. Note that despite ex-situ
sample preparation, we were able to obtain the bond-resolved
AFM images of bottom-up GNRs. Our results indicate that nc-
AFM has versatile usability for probing atomic structures, even

a = 0.43 nm

17-polymer 17-AGNR

13-polymer 13-AGNR
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Au(111)
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Fig. 1 Bottom-up synthesis of 17- and 13-AGNRs. a, b Schematic drawing of on-surface chemical reactions for a 17- and b 13-AGNRs on Au(111). 17- and
13-polymers are formed via dehalogenation and aryl−aryl coupling of BADBB and BNDBB monomers up to 250 °C, then cyclodehydrogenation of 17- and
13-polymers at 400 °C leads to formation of 17- and 13-AGNRs.The relevant lattice parameter of AGNRs is described as a= 0.43 nm in a.
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when preparing samples under ex-situ conditions. In addition to
the STM and nc-AFM characterizations, the quality of the 17-
and 13-AGNRs on a larger scale were investigated by X-ray
photoelectron (Supplementary Note 2, Fig. 12) and Raman
(Supplementary Note 3, Fig. 13) spectroscopies.

Electronic structures of 17- and 13-AGNRs. To acquire infor-
mation about the electronic structures of the 17- and 13-AGNRs,
we carried out STS measurements. In the Tersoff–Hamann
approximation30, a differential conductance (dI/dV) obtained by
STS is proportional to the local density of states (LDOSs) at the
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Fig. 2 STM topographies and DFT simulations for 17- and 13-polymers. a Large-scale STM image (scanning paremeters: sample bias Vs= 1.1 V, tunneling
current It= 10 pA) of 17-polymers on Au(111) and b small-scale image (Vs= 1.1 V, It= 10 pA). Structural model of single 17-polymer is superimposed in
b. c DFT simulated image (energy window U= 1.1 eV) of the 17-polymer. d Large-scale STM image (Vs=−1.2 V, It= 70 pA) of 13-polymers on Au(111) and
e small-scale image (Vs= 1.0 V, It= 10 pA) together with structural model. f DFT simulated image (U= 1.0 eV) of the 13-polymer. All STM images were
taken at 77 K. Scale bar, 10 nm in a, d, 1 nm in b, c, e, f.
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Fig. 3 STM and DFT simulated images of 17- and 13-AGNRs. a Overview STM image (Vs=−1.2 V, It= 10 pA) of 17-AGNRs on Au(111). b High-resolution
STM image (Vs=−1.4 V, It= 1.0 nA) of single 17-AGNR together with structural model. c DFT-simulated image (U =− 1.4 eV) of the 17-AGNR.
d Overview STM image (Vs=−1.5 V, It= 20 pA) of 13-AGNRs on Au(111). e High-resolution STM image (Vs=−1.6 V, It= 1.2 nA) of single 13-AGNR
together with structural model and f corresponding DFT-simulated image (U=− 1.6 eV). Overview and high-resolution images were taken at 77 and 5 K,
respectively. Scale bar, 10 nm in a, d, 1 nm in b, c, e, f.
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position of the STM tip. The LDOSs in the 17- and 13-AGNRs
were characterized using the dI/dV point spectra, as shown in
Fig. 5a, c. All spectra were obtained after calibrating the STM tip
by confirming the appearance of the so-called Shockley surface
states on Au(111) around Vs ~−0.4 V (ref. 31).

By comparing the dI/dV spectrum obtained on the edge of the
17-AGNR (red line) to that obtained on the bare Au(111) surface
(black dotted line) in Fig. 5a, we notice the ribbon-related peaks
centered at −0.09 ± 0.02 V (occupied states) and 0.10 ± 0.02 V
(unoccupied states), which can be regarded as the valence band
maximum and conduction band minimum, respectively, since
they bracket the Fermi level EF (at Vs= 0 V). From the energy
difference between these peaks, the experimental energy gap is
estimated to be ΔSTS= 0.19 ± 0.03 eV for the 17-AGNR on Au

(111). In the GW calculations, the quasiparticle gap of a
freestanding 17-AGNR is predicted to be ΔGW= 0.63 eV
(ref. 24). In general, the values of ΔSTS determined by STS in
GNRs on metal surfaces are significantly underestimated to those
of ΔGW for freestanding GNRs. The reduction in ΔSTS to ΔGW is
caused by a substrate-induced weakening of the electrostatic
potential due to long-range screening effects22. Therefore, the
ΔGW values should be corrected by considering the substrate
screening when compared with those of ΔSTS. According to ref. 32,
the quasiparticle gaps of substrate-supported GNRs have been
corrected using an advanced image-charge model that includes
the substrate screening as well as the internal screening of the
GNRs. The renormalized quasiparticle gap of 17-AGNRs is
predicted to be ΔGW′= 0.20 eV (ref. 22), which is in good
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Fig. 4 nc-AFM characterization of 17- and 13-AGNRs. a Constant-height frequency shift image of single 17-AGNR measured by nc-AFM with a CO-
functionalized tip. b Laplace-filtered image of a. c Analogous frequency shift image of single 13-AGNR and d Laplace-filtered image of c. Frequency shift
images were taken at Vs= 0 V, oscillation amplitude of 0.10 nm and 5 K. All scale bars, 0.5 nm.
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Fig. 5 Electronic state characterization of 17- and 13-AGNRs. a Differential conductance (dI/dV) point spectra recorded on edge of single 17-AGNR (red
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agreement with our experimental energy gap. In fact, the
renormalized gap was computed with a model of 17-AGNRs
adsorbed on a Au3Si monolayer intercalated between the ribbon
and Au(111) substrate22. Intercalating a semiconducting or
insulating layer into the GNR–substrate interface increases the
relative distance between the GNR and image-plane of the
substrate. The increase in the distance leads to the reduction in
the image-charge corrections, expanding the renormalized gap.
However, in wide GNRs, such as 17-AGNRs, the internal
screening of GNRs is, owing to their large polarizabilities, more
dominant than the external screening from the substrate32. In
such cases, the change in the renormalized gap depending on the
presence or absence of the intercalated layer is almost negligible.
Therefore, we can safely conclude that the agreement of our
experimental energy gap with the theoretical renormalized gap is
consistent.

The spatial distributions of the electronic structure of the 17-
AGNR were experimentally explored by dI/dV mapping at
different sample biases (Fig. 5b). The dI/dV maps obtained at
Vs= 2.0 and −1.0 V exhibit significant LDOSs along the two
edges of the ribbon. On the other hand, in the dI/dVmaps at Vs=
0.1 and −0.09 V corresponding to the energies of the conduction
band minimum and valence band maximum, the enhancement of
the dI/dV intensity along the edges is partially suppressed because
of the oscillatory contrast derived from the quantum interference
of the Au(111) surface states at these biases33.

Figure 5c illustrates the dI/dV spectra taken on the edge of a
single 13-AGNR and Au(111) surface. The spectrum of the 13-
AGNR shows two prominent peaks centered at −0.06 ± 0.02 and
1.28 ± 0.02 V. These peak positions are similar to the energy
positions of the valence band maximum and conduction band
minimum previously measured by STS for 13-AGNRs on Au
(111)20. The energy gap is estimated to be ΔSTS= 1.34 ± 0.03 eV
from the energy difference between those peaks. This energy gap
is also consistent with the previous one (1.4 ± 0.1 eV)20. With the
GW calculations, the quasiparticle gap is predicted to be ΔGW=
2.25 eV for a freestanding 13-AGNR24, and the renormalized gap
of the 13-AGNR supported by the Au(111) substrate is corrected
as ΔGW′= 1.29 eV using the advanced image-charge model32. The
theoretical gap shows good agreement with our experimental one.

For this 13-AGNR, the dI/dV maps measured at the
characteristic sample biases are depicted in Fig. 5d. The dI/dV
maps clearly show significant LDOSs along the edges at the
conduction band minimum and valence band maximum, as well
as in the occupied state (at Vs=−1.0 V). In contrast, there is no
prominent dI/dV intensity on the ribbon in the map at Vs= 0.7 V
since this sample bias corresponds to the energy within the
bandgap. These LDOS behaviors in the 13-AGNR by varying the
sample bias were also observed in previous STS measurements20.

Comparison between experimental and theoretical band
structures. For more detailed discussions on the dispersion of the
electronic states of the 17- and 13-AGNRs, we carried out
Fourier-transformed STS (FT-STS) measurements. Figure 6a
shows a series of dI/dV spectra measured along one armchair
edge of a single 17-AGNR at intervals δx= 0.11 nm (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 14a for the measured 17-AGNR). In the LDOS
[i.e., dI/dV (V, x)] map, while the standing wave patterns derived
from scattering at the termini of the ribbon are clear in the
unoccupied states (Vs > 1.3 V) and occupied states (Vs < −0.5 V),
the weak patterns are also clear in the vicinity of EF. Moreover,
the absence of the LDOSs within the bandgap can be confirmed
throughout the measuring positions. The LDOS maps of a single
13-AGNR in the unoccupied and occupied states are presented in
Fig. 6c, d (the measured 13-AGNR is shown in Supplementary

Fig. 14b, c). Note that the LDOSs of the 13-AGNR are absent in
the region from Vs ~ 1 V to EF, reflecting the bandgap.

To obtain the electronic band dispersion, we carried out a
discrete Fourier transform of dI/dV (V, x) in real space to
reciprocal space (see detailed procedures in ref. 34). Figure 6b
presents the FT-LDOS map of Fig. 6a for the 17-AGNR in the
range of the wave vector 0 ≤ k (=q/2) ≤ π/a corresponding to the
first Brillouin zone of the ribbon. The FT-LDOS maps of the 13-
AGNR in the unoccupied and occupied states are shown in
Fig. 6e, f. In both 17- and 13-AGNRs, the FT-LDOS maps reveal
the appearance of dispersing bands and the bandgaps. It is,
however, difficult to discuss the respective bands by resolving
each one due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio. This experi-
mental problem could be due to the finite tip size and a deviation
from a constant tip−sample distance (~0.1 nm)19,34. We thus
computed the quasiparticle bands of freestanding 17- and 13-
AGNRs using the GW calculations to compare them with the
experimental band dispersions. Figure 6g, h shows the calculated
band structures of the 17- and 13-AGNRs. From our calculations,
the quasiparticle gap of these AGNRs is predicted to be ΔGW=
0.66 and 2.01 eV, which is in acceptable agreement with the
previous calculation results24.

As mentioned above, the GW calculations overestimate the
bandgap of GNRs compared with the STS experiments. We thus
attempted to rigidly shift the GW quasiparticle bands to compare
them with the experimental band dispersions (see red dotted
curves in Fig. 6b, e, f). All quasiparticle conduction and valence
bands are shifted to match the onset of the quasiparticle
conduction and valence bands with the energies of the
experimental conduction band minimum and valence band
maximum (Fig. 5a, c). Surprisingly, the rigid-shifted quasiparticle
bands reasonably reproduce the experimentally observed band
structures in both 17- and 13-AGNRs, although each quasipar-
ticle band is not corrected for image-charge effects.

It is difficult to accurately estimate the effective masses by using
these experimental data. Thus, as an indirect comparison, we
carried out a parabolic least-squares fit [E kð Þ ¼ E 0ð Þ þ �h2k2=2m*]
to the GW quasiparticle conduction and valence bands of these 17-
and 13-AGNRs (depicted with blue dotted curves in Fig. 6g, h).
The respective effective masses (m*

CB and m*
VB for the

conduction and valence bands) are estimated as m*
CB=m*

VB=
0.06me in the 17-AGNR and m*

CB= 0.14me and m*
VB= 0.13me

in the 13-AGNR (where me is the free electron mass). Given the
reasonably good agreement between the band structures obtained
experimentally and theoretically, the actual effective mass is
expected to be close to the GW values. Notably, the small effective
masses of both electrons and holes (m* ~ 0.06me), as well as the
small bandgap (ΔSTS= 0.19 eV), were obtained in the 17-AGNR
on Au(111). These values are substantially smaller thanm* ~ 0.4me

and ΔSTS= 2.4 eV for 7-AGNRs34 and m* ~ 0.1me and ΔSTS= 1.4
eV for 9-AGNRs19, which have been previously exploited in
prototypes of GNR-based FETs. The electron/hole effective mass
in the 17-AGNR is even smaller than those in GaAs and InP (e.g.,
ref. 35). Our results indicate that excellent devices including
transistors can be obtained using 17-AGNRs in the near future.

In conclusion, we have discussed the synthesis of AGNRs of
N= 17 and 13 widths on Au(111) by using the bottom-up
technique starting from two types of dibromobenzene-based
precursor monomers. STM and nc-AFM observations revealed
their widths and armchair-edged structures at atomic precision.
The local electronic structures characterized by STS allow for the
determination of their bandgaps. The experimentally determined
gaps of the 17- and 13-AGNRs on Au(111) are in fair agreement
with the GW quasiparticle gaps corrected for substrate screening.
Furthermore, FT-STS provides the electronic band dispersions,
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which reasonably match the simply rigid-shifted GW quasipar-
ticle bands in both types of AGNRs. We further found that the
17-AGNRs on Au(111) have a small bandgap of 0.19 eV and
small effective masses of ~0.06me for electrons and holes. We
expect that the 17-AGNRs successfully synthesized in this study
will pave the way for the development of GNR-based electronic
devices.

Methods
Sample preparation. Experiments were conducted under ultra-high vacuum
conditions (base pressure <5 × 10−8 Pa) with a low-temperature STM from Scienta
Omicron. A Au(111) single crystal (MaTeck, Germany) and Au(111) epitaxial films
on mica (Phasis, Switzerland) were used as substrates for the synthesis of the 17-
and 13-AGNRs (we obtained similar results regardless of the types of substrates).
Atomically clean Au(111) surfaces were prepared by repeated cycles of Ar ion
sputtering and annealing at 500 °C. BADBB and BNDBB monomers (for details on
the synthesis and characterization, see Supplementary Note 1) were thermally
evaporated onto the clean Au(111) surface held at room temperature from a quartz
crucible heated to 180 °C for BADBB and 120 °C for BNDBB, resulting in a
deposition rate of ~1 Åmin−1 in both monomers. The coverage of both monomers
was controlled to be sub-monolayer, as determined from STM (Supplementary
Fig. 11a, b). After deposition, the surface temperature was step-wisely ramped
(<5 °C min−1) from room temperature to 400 °C in five steps to 200, 250, 300, 350,
and 400 °C. Each temperature step was held for 30 min at or <350 °C and for 2 h at
400 °C. Long and low-defective AGNRs were obtained owing to this stepwise
annealing.

Imaging and spectroscopy. STM measurements were conducted in the constant-
current mode under 3 × 10−9 Pa at a sample temperature of 77 or 5 K. The tem-
perature and scanning parameters are described in each figure caption. An elec-
trochemically etched W tip was used for topographic and spectroscopic

measurements. For STS measurements, all dI/dV signals were recorded at 5 K using
a lock-in amplifier with a sinusoidal voltage of 10 mV (r.m.s.) and frequency of
463 Hz. The dI/dV spectra and maps were acquired under the open-feedback and
constant-current conditions, respectively.

The nc-AFM experiments were conducted in another ultra-high vacuum
chamber under 4 × 10−9 Pa at a sample temperature of 5 K. Samples [17- and
13-AGNRs grown on Au(111)/mica substrates] mounted in the chamber were
degassed at 200 °C for 4 h, then annealed at 400 °C for 20 min for the 17-AGNRs
and at 420 °C for 30 min for the 13-AGNRs to remove impurities on the surface.
For frequency modulation AFM, a tuning fork with an etched W tip was used as a
force sensor (resonance frequency of 21.3 kHz, spring constant of 1800 Nm−1,
quality factor of 1–5 × 104). To obtain high-resolution AFM images, a CO molecule
coadsorbed on the surfaces at 6 K was picked up to attach to the tip apex36.
Frequency shift was measured in the constant-height mode. For the AFM image of
the 17-AGNRs (13-AGNRs), the tip height was 0.07 nm higher (0.03 nm lower)
than the setpoint determined from STM at Vs= 30 mV and It= 20 pA over the
bare Au surface. All scanning images were edited using SPIP software (Image
Metrology, Denmark).

Theoretical calculations. Geometry optimizations for the 17- and 13-AGNRs
were carried out using DFT within the generalized gradient approximation using
the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional37 for the exchange-correlation function as
implemented in the OpenMX package (http://www.openmx-square.org/). The
electron−ion interaction is described by norm-conserving pseudopotentials38

under partial core correction39. Pseudo-atomic orbitals (PAOs) centered on atomic
sites are used as the basis function set40. The PAO basis functions are specified by
C6.0-s2p2d1 and H5.0-s2p1. For example, C6.0-s2p2d1 indicates the PAO of the
carbon atom with the cutoff radii of 6.0 Bohr and with two s, two p, and one d
component. The van der Waals corrections were included with a semiempirical
DFT-D2 method41. Simulated STM images were obtained by the Tersoff–Hamann
theory30. Partial charge density was calculated in an energy window U measured
from the chemical potential (shown in each figure caption) and visualized using
WSxM software42. The lattice constant of the AGNRs was 4.30 Å, and the
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Fig. 6 Electronic band structures of 17- and 13-AGNRs. a Series of dI/dV spectra obtained along one armchair edge of single 17-AGNR with length of 20a
on Au(111) (setpoints: Vs= 2.6 V, It= 0.7 nA, spacing δx= 0.11). b Fourier-transformed map of a for 0≤ k (=q/2)≤ π/a. c, d Analogous dI/dV spectral
maps of single 13-AGNR with length of 20a on Au(111) for c unoccupied state (setpoints: Vs= 2.6 V, It= 0.7 nA, spacing δx= 0.11) and d occupied state
(setpoints: Vs=−1.6 V, It= 0.2 nA, spacing δx= 0.11). e, f Fourier-transformed maps of c, d. g, h GW quasiparticle band structures (black curves) of
freestanding g 17- and h 13-AGNRs, aligned at center of gap (0 eV). Blue dotted curves show parabolic fits in rage of 0≤ k≤ 1 nm−1 to obtain band effective
masses. In Fourier-transformed maps of b and e, f, red dotted curves indicate rigid-shifted quasiparticle bands of g and h to compare them with
experimental band dispersions. All STS data were obtained at 5 K.
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geometries were optimized under a three-dimensional periodic boundary condition
with a criterion of 5.14 × 10−3 eV Å−1 for forces on atoms.

Quasiparticle band structure calculations were computed in the GW
approximation using the BerkeleyGW package23,43. The electronic structure from
DFT was recalculated using 60 Ry plane-wave cutoff and 64 k-points in the first
Brillouin zone. The quasiparticle energies are determined by considering the lowest
129 and 45 unoccupied conduction bands for the 17- and 13-AGNRs, respectively.
The static dielectric matrix ε was calculated in the random phase approximation
with 8 Ry cutoff for the plane-wave basis. The dynamical electronic screening is
captured using the general plasmon pole model23.

Data availability
All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in the published article and
the Supplementary Information, and are available from the corresponding authors upon
reasonable request.
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